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superlative display, returning to Leconfield at the end of the week
to draw breath before giving more displays on 16 September for
Battle of Britain ‘At Home’ day at Gaydon, Biggin Hill, and
Waterbeach. Then it was off to Germany again to perform at a huge
air show at Furstenfeldbruck near Munich where, four groups of
four joined together halfway through a loop, - so impressive a
manoeuvre that it was adopted for future shows. After returning
home the squadron was surprised to be invited to perform at an air
show in Teheran, Iran, to which they departed on 12 October with
each Hunter carrying four 100 gal. drop tanks, staging through
Orange, Luqa, and Nicosia giving three displays there before
proceeding to Dyarbakir in Turkey on the 18th accompanied by a
Canberra B.2 WJ626 of 73 Sqn to assist with navigation as few aids
were available en route to Iran, where they landed at Meherbad
airport for the 3-day stay. 92 performed in friendly competition
with the USAF ‘Skyblazers’ F-86s, a French team of four Mystere
IVs, and 4-man Iranian team of F-86s. The Blue Diamonds return
that began on 21 October was full of drama due to various
unserviceability issues en route and it was the 28th before all 12
Hunters were safely back in Leconfield. This marked the end of the
‘61 display season, and a number of pilots were posted out, some to
form the nucleus of 20 Sqn that was being established with Hunter
9s in Singapore.

By 1962 the Lightning was becoming the main interceptor in Fighter
Command, and had even demonstrated formation aerobatics with
74 Sqn the previous year so the prospects for 92’s Blue Diamonds
continuing as a team seemed somewhat forlorn. The top brass gave
it a new task, namely to form the core of the RAF's entry to compete
for the Guynemer Trophy, the bi-annual air/air gunnery challenge
between NATO air forces that had thus far eluded the UK teams.
One or two pilots with above average gunnery scores were posted
to 92 and extra emphasis given to air firing practice over the nearby
East Yorkshire ranges became a way of life, at banner targets mostly
towed by Meteor F.8s, although in March four of 92’s Hunter 6s
were modified to enable them to tow targets. The competition was
held at Leeuwarden, Holland in June with 92's team comprising
Brian Mercer as captain, with Tony Aldridge, Piet Van Wyck, and
Pete Highton. The RCAF Sabre team was a firm favourite, having
won the trophy several times, but to the Canadians’ dismay the four

season. For most displays Brian Mercer now led in the T.7 because
that gave the team an extra aircraft and allowed him to take
(intrepid) Press journalists or photographers to sample the
exhilarating experience! On 15 April the team gave two displays for
ITV and on the 20th came another highlight, though probably not
recorded as such by the squadron, when I and a number of fellow
members of the Tyneside Group of Aviation Enthusiasts (TGAE)
made an arranged visit to 92 at Middleton in the hope of seeing the
new blue livery and meeting the pilots. In this we were not
disappointed, although it was after the conclusion of the day’s
flying and dusk was approaching. Some Hunters were parked
outside and then a few pilots showed us around several more in a
hangar where I clearly remember there was a strong smell of the
Royal Blue paint so recently applied. Brian Mercer very kindly
made time to give us a brief talk to considerably add to our
enjoyment. Little did we realise how busy he and his pilots were at
that time, because two days later they performed at Wildenrath,
then in May gave displays at Bergen and Stavanger, before taking
part in Exercise Matador, then more displays at North Weald,
Hucknall, and Yeadon (Leeds). 

The squadron moved to another permanent base, Leconfield on 22
May to join 19 Sqn with Hunters and the short-lived 72 Sqn with
Javelins. During the next few weeks the aerobatic team gave shows
at several venues in Europe including Germany where a journalist
described the formation as looking like blau diamanten – the Blue
Diamonds, and so they became known by that title henceforth.
Numerous other performances were given in Britain that summer,
with one of the most important being a 16-aircraft flypast over
London on 19 July when Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
inaugurated the Trenchard Memorial at the Victoria Embankment
Gardens. In August the team moved to the Hawker company
airfield, Dunsfold, to practice for the forthcoming Farnborough Air
Show in early September, where the Blue Diamonds put on a

92 Sqn Hunter F.6 XG225/M while visiting Church Fenton 5/6/58 reveals the introduced swept back fin flash and white wing tips.
(Raymond Rayner)

Four of the intended 5-man 92 Sqn aerobatic team of Hunter 6s led by the CO,
Sqn Ldr Bob Dixon in XF521/RD at RAF Topcliffe 18/6/60.

92 Sqn Hunter F.6 XG225/B parked on the grass for the Topcliffe air show
18/6/60 with the revised cobra nose markings introduced the previous year.
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